Executive Summary & SOE

INTRODUCTION TO JASK

Born out of the frustration that organizations are continually falling behind in their ability to detect
and respond to the ever-growing volume of cyber attacks, JASK was formed to forge a brand new
approach to enterprise Security Operations and the tools that enable it. The founding team at JASK is
a strong mixture of seasoned cyber security thought leaders along with AI and Machine Learning
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experts who share a common passion that we can revolutionize the way organizations respond to
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cyber threats by teaching our machines how to do the analysis for us.
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Over 2 years, JASK focused on intensive research, product development, and direct customer
engagement. Now having deployed in over 20
leading security operation centers (SOC) around
the globe, JASK’s Trident platform is generally
available to the commercial market and delivering impressive results. JASK’s value lies, both in
reducing the breach dwell time and enhancing
threat discovery using advanced analytics. In
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larger organizations we have seen increases in
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AT JASK OUR MISSION IS TO RE-DEFINE SECURITY OPERATIONS FOR THE MODERN WORLD

Our ﬂagship product “Trident”, delivers modern threat detection and management to security teams in a scalable
cloud-native platform which combines world class analytics on-top of best of breed open data engines powered by
Cloudera. Providing you with the power and ﬂexibility to meet the security analysis needs of today and tomorrow.
SECURITY OPERATIONS AND EVALUATION (SOE)

As a value add to customers and prospects JASK offers qualifying companies a no cost Security Operations Evaluation (SOE)
capturing metrics on the people, process, and technologies driving your SOC, establishing a baseline for your organization in
comparison with industry standards. We leave you with a detailed report that allows you to measure and evaluate your security
operations to aid the decision process regarding areas for maturity or improvements.
Please contact your JASK representative to schedule your SOE maturity analysis today as our backlog of requests is filling
up quickly.
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Effectiveness of JASK Trident as measured to legacy SIEM
products such as HP ArcSight and McAfee Nitro SIEM.
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